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Wrangell-St. Elias National Park, Alaska, courtesy Eric Rolph
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had a record annual decrease to reach a

through the Canadian Archipelago was

A decrease in multiyear ice implies

record minimum ice extent.

ice-free and the Northern Sea Route was
almost completely open.
The massive melt of 2007 garnered

a decrease in ice thickness. Using an
ice-tracking algorithm and satellite ice
thickness observations, Maslanik et al.

Arctic Summer Sea Ice Cover: 1980 (red) vs. 2007 (white)

Figure 4. Sea ice extent in September 1980 (red and white) and September 2007 (just white). Red area denotes change
between 1980 and 2007.
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Figure 2. Time series from August 2006 to October 2007 from the Beaufort Sea ice mass balance buoy. (top) Air
temperature. (middle) Internal ice temperature using color contours, with blue being cold and red warm. The gray shaded
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radiation deposited in areas of open water was a primary
source of the large amount of ocean heat in 2007. Open
water reflects only 7% of the incident solar radiation
compared to 85% for snow-covered sea ice and 65% for
bare sea ice. As the ice cover decays, highly reflecting ice is
replaced by highly absorbing ocean, resulting in more
solar heat absorption and more melting. Furthermore, an
ice cover thinned by excessive bottom melt transmits
more solar radiation directly to the ocean than the original
thicker ice cover. This is the classic ice –albedo feedback
mechanism.
[10] The solar heat input directly to the upper ocean (Frw)
can be estimated using the relationship
Frw ¼ Fr ð1 ! aw ÞAw ;

Figure 1. (top) The ice extent on 27 August 2007 courtesy
of the National Snow and Ice Data Center and Google maps.
The shades of blue show the percent area covered by ice
from 0% (dark) to 80 – 100% (light). The red dot is the
position of the Beaufort Sea buoy, and the yellow dot is the

ð1Þ

where Fr is the incident solar irradiance, aw is the albedo of
the ocean, and Aw is the fractional area of ice-free ocean
This relationship represents a lower bound on the solar heat
input to the upper ocean, as it does not consider the
contribution from sunlight penetrating through the ice cover
into the ocean.
[11] Using Equation 1, daily values of Frw from 1 January
2007 to 21 September 2007 were computed on a 25-km %
25-km grid over the entire Arctic Ocean and adjacent seas
The daily values were then integrated over the entire time
period to get the cumulative solar heat input. The ocean
albedo was set to 0.07 based on observations by Pegau and
Paulson [2001]. Values of Aw were obtained from passive
microwave satellite data and Fr from operational products of
the European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasts
The cumulative solar heat directly input to the ocean from
1 January to 22 September in 2007 was compared to values
for the same time interval averaged over the years 1979–
2005 [Perovich et al., 2007].
Perovich (2008)
[12] Figure 3 shows the percent anomaly for 2007 compared to the 1979 – 2005 average. The ice mass balance
buoy drift track is plotted in black. The 2007 solar heat
input in the buoy drift area was 400– 500% higher than

Figure 1. (top) The ice extent on 27 August 2007 courtesy
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Ridged multi-year ice
with melt ponds
Nares Strait 2009

Black Ocean --> albedo ~ <0.1
White Snow --> albedo ~ >0.8
Blue Pond --> albedo ~ 0.4
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r the bottom of the ice (black) and the bottom melt rate (red) in cm per day. Bottom
a three-day running mean.
2007 Anomaly of Solar Heat Input into the Ocean
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Perovich (2008)
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Figure 6. Map of the linear trend of annual total solar heat input directly to the ocean, with
units of percent per year from Perovich et al. (2007).
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Incoming Shortwave Radiation
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Sensible Heat Flux
Latent Heat Flux
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TABLE !.
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Incoming Energy Fluxes(in Watts per Square Meter) and CalculatedTemperatures(in DegreesCelsius)Over PerennialSea Ice
in the Central

Sept.
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99.1
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285.5

244.9

Flux of sensible heat

-4.9

Flux of latent heat

Incomingshortwave
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Arctic
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-4.5

0

0

0

0

0

0
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-29.9
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-33.8

-28.8

-15.8

-3.5

-5.2

-15.0

-25.3

-29.5

-29.8

-31.5

-33.4

-28.5

-15.8

-3.7

radiation FL

Fe
Calculated surface

temperature To
Calculated air

temperature Ta
Relative humidityf

0.94

0.91

0.91

0.96

Values are climatologicalaverageswhich describeconditionson the first day of each month.
Relative humidity f is assumedto be 0.90 during the winter months.

coefficientsthere shouldbe substantiallylargerthan thoseover
the thick ice [Deardorff, 1968]. In fact, measurementsover a
refreezinglead give an averagevaluefor Csof 3.3.10 -a [Lindsay, 1976]. A value of 3.10 -a was chosenfor the calculations
which follow.

The dependenceof albedoon ice thicknesshas beeninvestigatedby Weller [1972];his resultswere usedin this studyand

Onset of springmeltingin the youngice dependedonly
weakly on thicknessbut occurred1-2 weeksearlier than it did

at thesnow-covered
surfaceof perennialice,primarilybecause
of its loweralbedo.Sincethe snowcover
on perennial
icedoes
Maykut
(1978)
not usuallymelt awayuntil lateJune,youngiceissubjectto an
additionalmonth of surfaceablation,and it is unlikelythat
first-year ice less than a meter in thicknesscan survive the
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Figure 4. Time series of solar partitioning: (a) daily average incident solar radiation observed at SHEBA 1998, (b) albedo
evolution from seasonal (red) and multiyear ice (blue), (c) daily solar heat input to the snow and sea ice, and (d) cumulative
solar heat input to the snow and sea ice.
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whereTo is the temperatureat the bottomof the ice and Sois
the salinityof the surfacelayer.This approximationshouldbe
reasonablygoodduring the coldestpart of the year whenthe
conductiveheat fluxesare large, but it will tend to slightly
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heatengineering
transport during
May and September
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